BASELOAD

FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION

GIVING YOU
MANAGED
FLEXIBILITY
For the engaged generator
who wants a level of security
How it works

Benefits

Lock down the price of your agreed
generation forecast ahead of each
month.

Allows you to carry out forward
transactions when the market price
is right for you.

If you only partially fix your forecast
generation, the remainder will be
priced at an average index rate.

You can choose to fix the price of all of
your generation for the month, or leave
it to go onto an average index price, or
mix both methods for the month.

“I want to have some

control over the price
I get for my generation
but I don’t have the
time to be watching the
markets 24-7.

”

Key Features at a glance
•
•
•
•

Set your price at a monthly level by fixing your agreed generation forecast ahead of time.
Make transactions in months, quarters or seasons based on an agreed generation profile.
Any un-hedged volume against the agreed generation forecast will be priced on an average index price.
Option to leave all your volume to go onto an average index price if you do not want to forward fix.

Embedded Benefits
Generation assets have the advantage of having some non commodity costs that are usually charged to
importers of electricity reversed, so they become a benefit to the generator.

BASELOAD

FOR ELECTRICITY GENERATION

Commodity Costs
The Standard Baseload product centres around the
concept of Agreed Generation Forecast (AGF). This is
the agreed monthly profile of generation output you are
expecting, and acts as the maximum volume that you can
fix ahead of delivery.

Balancing

If there is a difference between the volume you’ve fixed
ahead of time and the AGF level, then this is settled on an
average index price ahead of the month of delivery.

Fixed for you if you
haven’t locked in to your
AGF level

You can choose to leave all your AGF to go on the
average index price if you do not want to forward fix
at the available market prices.
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The Cost of Electricity is then applied to the whole of your
actual generation. If you have not made any forward fixes,
then we will apply the balancing price to the whole of your
actual generation volume.
A volume tolerance may apply to this product. This means
a +/- percentage band is set based on the AGF and if actual
generation breaches these limits an additional charge may
apply to the volume outside of the band.

Monthly Generation

Why Total?
In addition to being one of the UK’s largest energy suppliers and the most transparent
in terms of pricing*, we offer a range of valuable services, including:

Green Certificate Purchasing

Market Reports

EV Charging

We can purchase green certificates produced
alongside your generation to ensure you get
the best value out of your asset.

All the latest information
on market conditions.

Future-proof your EV charging
requirements with our worldleading networked technology.

*According to our Energy Transparency Study, conducted by PwC, May 2016
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FULLY FLEXIBLE
Security

For more information, contact us at energy.services@totalgp.com

Freedom

